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Prologue 
 To write an academic thesis in the form of a graphic novel, or a “graphic essay,” is a 
specific choice. I chose this format partly because of the visual nature of my subject. The diary 
comic form is a hybrid of diaries and comics – a unique visual-textual extension of the author’s 
life. Diaries are inherently embodied in that the author imbues a tangible page “body” with her or 
his life writing; the diary comic, however, takes embodiment one step further in that the author 
gives shape to her or his lived experiences with a unique physicality involving text, image, and 
space. Diaries live textually, while comics – already a hybrid form of words and pictures – bring 
about embodiment visually and spatially; thus by combining diaries and comics, comic diarists 
explore and uncover new facets of experiences for readers in innovative ways.       
 Borrowing from Philippe Lejeune’s brief personal asides punctuating his scholarly 
articles in his essay collection, On Diary, as well as Scott McCloud narrating his own graphic 
essay, Understanding Comics, I decided to embody my thesis so I could replicate the same 
position as the authors I am writing about, Julie Doucet and Gabrielle Bell, in their complex 
process of internal reflection made external. Comic diarists can live a life of fuller possibility in 
their comics, whether they choose to reinvent themselves on the page or expose their own 
traumatic experiences to an audience that will be receptive in multiple sensory ways. Their 
comics portray worlds that each artist has full autonomy in creating, incorporating their 
impressions of the world into their own and adding commentary. For Bell and Doucet, I imagine 
diary comic-making as both a chore and an escape: it is therapeutic, but also involves the author 
confronting personal anxieties and revisiting painful moments. By placing an embodied version 
of myself as a narrator in their worlds, I am inhabiting their spaces, mimicking the process of 
text-exploration in an aesthetipatial context. One could try to accomplish this in a typed essay 
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format with quoted images of specific panels, but it was inadequate for me to have an embodied 
engagement with Bell and Doucet’s work and not produce my findings in the form of a comic. 
While writing about a medium that is a marriage of text and image, I didn’t want to privilege 
words over pictures. Another benefit of embodying a graphic-essay form is that the medium 
allows for visual explanations of ideas that words cannot articulate. For example, in comics, one 
can graphically deconstruct the meaning behind an artist’s visual language and style, or 
reproduce images from a work while also adding visual commentary (also referred to as “double 
commentary”).  
 To quote sources in an embodied graphic essay, both primary and critical, I decided to 
cite both verbal quotes and comic panels visually. I “quote” Doucet and Bell by including images 
of their worlds, reproducing entire panels as well as replicating elements within them (such as 
text and specific objects), and I quote critics by drawing them onto my page as bodies in a 
conversation. In doing so, each artist and critic, as well as their work, is incorporated into the 
visual world of the graphic essay. As an embodied figure in my own essay, I can interact with the 
authors, have dialogues with academic theorists, and incorporate my own personal experiences 
and thought processes while working on this project.  
 In the process of creating comic, I was also learning from Doucet and Bell – both as an 
artist, and as a woman who occupies a similar space in society. My thesis argues that diary 
comic-making is a significant medium within feminism, in that comic diarists use tactics of 
embodiment and “doubling” to ease the tension between acting on their own desires as opposed 
to acting patriarchal expectations of them. These expectations split many women’s subjectivities 
in half, forcing them to struggle between clashing visions of identity in public and private 
realms. To heal this fragmentation – a feeling that many women are familiar with – comic 
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diarists live between their real-life persona and their essential “icon” persona. Their page is 
where they can work out and publicly reflect on past experiences, whether they were good, bad,  
They are publicly asserting their own experiences, giving themselves more of a say in a world 
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